
Recipient Project Name Summary Amount Awarded

Bishop’s Lodge Hay Visitor Cultural Experiences App The development of an audio tour app and content for Hay’s cultural 

organisations with a pilot focussed on the remotely accessed Bishop’s 

Lodge Historic House and Garden. The pilot to be used to increase 

understanding of, and skills for community cultural volunteers in best 

practice visitor experiences. 

$7,500.00

Carss Cottage Museum Strategic Plan Kogarah Historical Society would like to engage a consultant to assist us to 

develop a strategic plan for the next five years for Carss Cottage Museum 

at Carss Park

$4,500.00

Crawford House Museum Significance Assessment To engage a Museum Consultant to undertake a first significance 

assessment of the collection at Crawford House Museum. This will be used 

to identifying the significance of key items, determine any gaps in the 

collection, assist with future exhibitions, assist with deaccessioning and 

applying for specific funds particularly for preservation.

$4,500.00

Lithgow Small Arms Factory 

Museum 

LSAFM web-com initiative - website 

design development

The LSAFM web-com initiative will give a professional and personal 

connection with worldwide communities through viewing, communicating 

and experiencing the significance of the Museum's collection and archival 

material through digital means. It facilitates e-commerce which integrates 

with the Museum's POS system, maximises exhibit promotion and public 

programs & education.

$7,500.00
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Mary Boulton’s Pioneer Cottage 

& Museum

Industry Shed Exhibition Improvements - 

Incorporating Flood Risk Mitigation

To improve the aesthetic display of the collection based on an exhibition 

plan, developed with the assistance of Museums Advisor Joan Kelly and to 

mitigate flood damage from rising storm water, identified as a threat to the 

collection, using risk management guidelines, by displaying collection 

objects on plinths/stages.

$7,500.00

Miss Porter’s House Audio Tour- Stories and Collections To engage a consultant to produce audio information about the house, 

collection and stories of the Porter family who called the property home 

from 1909 until 1997. QR codes and voice over information about events 

including the Newcastle Earthquake and the death of Herbert Porter from 

the Influenza epidemic.

$5,840.00

Nambucca Headland Museum Defining our collection through 

reinterpretation

Using interpretative signage to bring focus to the three main areas of our 

collection. Shipping, Timber industry and ceramics.

$3,900.00


